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Classification and construction of complete 
hypersurfaces satisfying R(x, Y)-R = 0 
z . I. SZABÓ 
In one of his papers K. NOMIZU [3] examined the immersed hypersurfaces in 
R"+1 satisfying R(X, Y)-R=0 for all tangent vectors X\ Y, where the curvature 
endomorphism R(X, Y) operates on R as a derivation of the tensor algebra at each 
point of the manifold. The main theorem of Nomizu's paper is the following. 
Theo rem (K. Nomizu). Let M be an n-dimensional, connected, complete Rie-
mannian manifold, which is isometrically immersed in R"+1 so that the type number is 
greater than 2 at least at one point. If M satisfies the condition R(X, Y) • R = 0 then 
it is of the form M=SkXR"~\ where Sk is a hypersphere in a euclidean subspace 
R t + 1 of R"+1 and is a euclidean subspace orthogonal to Rk+1. 
This theorem inspired the so called Nomizu conjecture: Every irreducible com-
plete space with d im^3 and R(X,Y)-R=0 is locally symmetric. 
But the answer for this conjecture was negative as H. TAKAGI [6] constructed a 
3-dimensional counterexample. This counterexample is a connected complete immers-
ed hypersurface in R4. Thus the problem is to determine all the connected complete 
n-dimensional immersed hypersurfaces in R"+1 satisfying R(X,Y)-R=0, the de-
scription of which completes Nomizu's theorem. The main purpose of this paper is to 
give a complete description and classification of these hypersurfaces. 
1. Basic formulas 
A C " Riemannian manifold*) (M",g) with the property R(X, Y) • R = 0 is 
called a semisymmetric manifold. Let us assume that.the semisymmetric manifold 
(M", g) is an immersed hypersurface in R".+1. Let n be a normal unit vector field on a 
connected orientable neighbourhood U of M". If D resp. V denotes the Riemannian 
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*) The notion differentiable is used in the meaning C°°. 
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covariant derivative in Rn + 1 resp. in M", then 
DxY=VxY+H(X,Y)n, #> 
(1-1) 
Dxn = A(X), H(X, Y) = -g(A(X), Y) 
holds, for all differentiate vector fields X,Y on U tangent to M". H(X, Y) is the 
so-called second fundamental form of the hypersurface, and A(X) is the so-called 
Weingarten field. The A (X) is a symmetric endomorphism's field on the manifold. 
The rank of A at a point p£M" is called the type number at p and it is denoted by 
HP)-
The curvature tensor field R(X, Y)Z of M" is of the form 
(1.2) R(X, Y)Z=-g(A(X),Z)A(Y) + g(4(Y),Z)A(X) 
by the Gauss' equation. 
The nullspace of the cuvature operator at a point p consists of vetors Zg TP(M) 
for which R(X,Y)Z=0 holds for all vectors X; Y€Tp(M). The dimension of the 
nullspace at p is called the index of nullity, and it is denoted by i(p). If k(p) is 0 or 
1, then Rp=0 holds, and i(p)=n in this case. But if k(p)> 1 holds, then k(p)= 
=n—i{p) (see in [2], p. 42). 
It is not hard to see, that all the hypersurfaces with k (p )^2 (or equivalently 
i(p)^n—2) are semisymmetric. By Nomizu's theorem every connected, complete 
immersed semisymmetric hypersurface M" in R"+1 is a cylinder, if at least at one 
point p, k(p)>2 holds, so in what follows we examine only the hypersurfaces for 
which £(/?)=2 holds at every point p£M". 
If at a point k(p)—2 holds, then i(p)=n—2. Let and 12 be the two non-
trivial eigenvalues of Ap, and let xx, x2 be the corresponding orthogonal unit eigen-
vectors. If î ,1 denotes the 2-dimensional subspace spanned by xx and x2, then the 
orthogonal complement Vp of Vp is just the nullspace of the curvature operator, and 
also 
TP(M) = VP°+VJ 
holds. This direct sum is called the V-decomposition of the tangent space TP(M). 
Since k (p )^2 holds everywhere, and the eigenvalue functions X1(q)^l2(q) are 
continuous, so k(q)=2 holds in a neighbourhood of p. I.e. the set, where k(q)=2 
holds, is an open set U in M". If we consider the above ^-decomposition on U, then 
the distributions V\ /=0 ; 1, are differentiate, since V1 is spanned by the vector 
fields of the form R(X, Y)Z. 
The F-decomposition is defined at the points p with k(p)<2 by the trivial 
decomposition Tp(M)=Vp°. 
Further on we examine the hypersurface on the open set U, where k{q)—2 holds. 
The following relations are simple consequences of the Bianchi identity 
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<r(VxR)(Y,Z) = 0: 
(1.3) V^oV1 Q V1, V v » F 0 i K 0 , VyiV1 í V + V1 = T(M), 
where the formula Vv¡VJQVk means that for the differentiable vector fields X¡, 
tangent to V1, the vector field is tangent to Vk. 
We mention that the distribution V1 is in general not integrable, but by the second 
relation in (1.3) it follows, that the distribution V° on U is always integrable and the 
integral manifolds are totally geodesic and locally euclidean submanifolds. From the 
first formula in (1.3) we can see too, that the distribution V1 is parallel along the 
curves which are going in the above totalgeodesic integral manifolds of Vo. 
Now let us consider a local system mj, m2, ..., m„_2 of differentiable unit vector 
fields tangent to Va which are paarwise orthogonal, furthermore, also Vm m ^ O 
hold. From the above considerations it follows, that such a vector field system exists 
around every point of U. 
Next we introduce some basic formulas w.r.t. the system n^, m2, ..., m„_2. 
For the differentiable vector fields X; Y tangent to V1 we can write 
(1.4) ' V^m, = Bx(X)+ZM^X)mi¡, where Bx(X)/p£Vp\ 
(1.5) VxY = VxY+2M*(X,Y) mx, where VxY/p£Vp\ a 
Using these formulas we define the tensor fields Ba, M", Mf and the covariant deriv-
ative V only on the distribution V1. 
But let us extend these tensor fields and this covariant derivative over the whole 
tangent bundle in such a way that 2?a(mp)=0, Mf(my) = 0, M*(mfi,X) = 
=M"(mf, my)=0 and VmX=VmX, V ^ m ^ O hold. Then the fields Ba, M*, Mf are 
differentiable tensor fields indeed, furthermore, V is a metrical covariant derivative, 
i.e: Vg=0 holds. The following formulas are also obvious: 
(1.6) M°(X, Y) =-g(Ba(X), Y), M$(X) = - M f ( Z ) . 
We leave the proof of these facts to the reader. Let R(X, Y)Z be the curvature tensor 
of V. 
P ropos i t i on 1.1. For differentiable vector fields X,Y,Z tangent to V1 the 
tensor fields B„, M", & satisfy the following basic formulas: 
(1.7) R(X,Y)Z = R(X, Y)Z+2{M*(Y,Z)Ba(X)-M*(X,Z)Bx(Y)}, a 
(1.8) (V X J BJ(y)- (V,^) (X) = 2 {Mt(X)Bf{Y)-M>(Y)Bf{X)}, 
(1.9) = 
= 2 < ( I ) A M J ( 7 ) - ( 1 / 2 ) { ^ ( I , B.{Y))-M'(Y, Ba(X))}, 
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(1.10) . (y^B ß ) (X) = -B ß oB a (X) , 
(1.11) (S^MfiiX) = -Mj(Ba{Xj), 
(112) R(m„X)Y=0, 
i.e. V ^ x Y = V x V ^ Y + V V m J Y - V B „ m Y - Z M f ( X ) V m ß Y , 
(1.13) (Vma/J)(Z,y) = 7?(y ,5 a (^) )+ i? (5 a (n^)> 
where d is the exterior derivative and the symbol A denotes the skew-product. 
The complete proof of these formulas is contained in [4]. But we mention, that 
(1.7) follows by (1.4) and (1.5) from the formula R(X, Y)Z=VXVYZ-VYVXZ-
—V [ x y ]Z, the formulas (1.8)—(1.12) are equivalent to the identities R(X, 7)m0 I= 
=0, i?(ma, X)Y=0, R(MA,X)M0=O, and formula (1.13) follows from the Bianchi 
identity and from (1.4) in the following manner: 
(VMXRKX, Y) = ~ (VXR)(Y, MJ-(VRR)(MX, X ) = R(Y, BA(X)) + R(BC[(Y), X ) . 
Here the details are also left to the reader. 
2. Reduction of the basic formulas 
Further on let us examine the complete connected semisymmetric hypersurface 
M n i n R " + 1 with k(p)^2j on the open set U, where k(p)=2 and thus Rp(X,Y)Z^0 
holds. Let us consider also the F-decomposition T(M) — V°+Vl on U and for a 
point p(L U let us'consider the maximal connected integral manifold N of V° through 
a point p. If C(J) is a differentiate curve in N, parametrized by arc-length and if 
nij, m2, ..., m„_2 is a vector field system around c(s) defined in the previous chapter, 
then for the tangent vector c(s)=2 <f(s)ma the tensor, defined by 
a 
(2-1) Bm:= 2 a'(s)Bx/c(s), 
a 
is uniquely determined, and it is independent from the choice of the system nij, ... 
...,m„_2 around c(s). Indeed if n^, ...,mn_2 is another system around c(s) with 
ma=: 2 K m ß > a n d the corresponding tensors w.r.t this system are denoted by Ba, 
ß 
then from 
sx = 2 KBß, mß = 2 c(s) = 2 aß(s)mß = 2 ma 
ß 'a ß x,ß 
we get 
2 aß(b~1)ßBx = 2 a^b~%blBy = 2 a'B., 
3.0 a , ß , y ' a 
which proves the above statement. 
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Let-us notice too, that the curvature tensor R(X, Y)Z is of the form 
(2.2) R{X,Y)Z = K(g(Y,Z)X-g(X,Z)Y), X;Y;Z€V\ 
on V1, where K(p) is the sectional curvature w.r.t. the section Vp at p. From (1.13) 
it follows that the function K(s)=K(c(s)) satisfies the differential equation 
(2.3) = - (TrB ¿ )K, 
and thus we have 
a 
- f Tr B¿ds 
(2.4) K(s) = K(0)e ° 
From this formula we get, that K is zero neither on N nor on the boundary of N, 
and thus the boundary of N is inside of U. But N is maximal, thus N cannot have 
boundary points. As the space is complete, N is a complete, connected, locally 
euclidean and totally geodesic submanifold in the maifold M. On the other hand the 
second fundamental form A vanishes on the tangent spaces of N, further V1 is totally 
parallel along N, thus N is an open subset in an (n—2)-dimensional euclidean sub-
space R"~2 of R"+1. But because of the completeness of N it must be equal to the 
whole euclidean subspace R" -2 , and thus we have 
Propos i t ion 2.1. Every maximal integral manifold N of Vo, through a point 
p, where Rp9±0 holds, is complete, totally geodesic and isometric with R" - 2 . In addi-
tion N is an (n-2)-dimensional euclidean subspace in R"+1. The curvature tensor Rp 
of the space M" never vanishes at the points of such a submanifold N. 
Now let c{s), — oo<5<oo, be a complete geodesic in a subspace N, considered 
in the above proposition and parametrised by arc-length s. Let us consider also B¿ 
along c(s) defined in (2.1). Then 
(2.5) V¿Bé = -B¡ 
holds. From this equation it follows, that B¿ never vanishes along c(s) if it is non-zero 
at a point c(.y0), and so it is a zero-field, if it is zero at a point. Let us remember too, 
that V1 is invariant under the action of BQ, and that also B¿(V°)=0 holds. 
Next we solve the differential equtiaon (2.5). We can distinguish two cases. 
Accordingly let c and B¿ be as above in a connected and complete semisymmetric 
hypersurface M" with k(p)^2. 
Propos i t ion 2.2. If the endomorphism B¿ degenerates at a point C(J0) in Vc^s 
then B\=0 holds along the whole c(s) and Bc is parallel along c(s). 
Propos i t ion 2.3. If the endomorphism B¿ is non-singular at one point c(s0) 
in then it is non-singular along c(¿) in , and at every point c(s) the eigen-
values of B¿ are non-real complex numbers in Vcx: 
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As a consequence we get, that in a complete semisymmetric hypersurface with 
k(p)^2 the endomorphisms Bc cannot have real non-zero eigenvalues. 
In the following proofs the completeness of the manifold is important. 
P r o o f of P r o p o s i t i o n 2.2. Let x^j,,) be the unit vector in Vcl(So) belonging 
to the image set of B¿(S(j) and let x2(s0) be the orthogonal unit vector in J L e t us 
extend these vectors into parallel vector fields X X (J) , X 2 ( J ) along Then these are 
tangent to Vc*s). 
The restriction of B6(So) onto V ^ has the matrix in {X^JQ) , X 2 ( J 0 ) } of the form 
(2.6) 
Ll(s0), y (s0) 1 
I 0, 0 J ' 
where A(j0)=0 holds iff ^¿(S())=0 is satisfied. The solutions of (2.5) are uniquely 
determined by the initial value (2.6), so if A(J0)=0 holds, then the solution of (2.5) 
has the matrix of the form 
(2.7) 
Lo, 
V(s) = y(s0) 
0 
w.r.t. the basis {x1(i), x a(j)} in Vc*s), since (2.7) is a solution of (2.5) with the above 
initial conditions. 
Now if A(J0)?£0 holds, then the solution of (2.5.) has the matrix of the form 
(2.8) 
1 
S + CJ 
0, 
y(s0)e 
f dtl(t + cj 
0 
w.r.t. { x 1 ( J ) , X 2 ( J ) } in Vc\s), where = (1 — J 0 A ( J 0 ) ) / A ( J 0 ) is constant. But in this 
case the functions A(j), y(j), K(s) have infinity value at —cx which contradicts the 
completeness of the manifold. Thus this case doesn't occur and l ( i 0 ) = 0 holds, 
which proves the proposition. 
P r o o f of P r o p o s i t i o n 2.3. Let { x ^ O ) , X 2 ( J 0 ) } be an orthonormed basis in 
V^sj such that the vectors Xj(j0) are the eigenvectors of the symmetric part of ^ ¿ ^ . 
The matrix of B¿^SJ restricted onto is of the form 
(2.9) ms0), 
-P(5o)l 
a2(io)J ' 
w.r.t. this basis. Let { X ^ J ) , X 2 ( J ) } be the extension of { x 1 ( J 0 ) , X 2 ( J 0 ) } onto c(s) by 
parallel displacement. If we consider Bi(s) only in Vc*s), then from (2.5) we get the 
following: 
Bj'VtB^-Bi, VjBJ1 = I. 
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Thus the matrix of the solution Bi of (2.5) with initial condition (2.9) is 
(2.10) 
w.r.t. {Xi(j), x2(i)}, where 
Ci = ((ai (0)/det ^¿(s0>)—s0', c2 = (a2(0)/det^ ( S o ))-s0 , c3 = (^(0)/det Bi(Sa))-sQ. 
Because of the completeness of the hypersurfaces the equation 
(s+c1)(s + c2) + dj = 0 
of second order can't have real solution, i.e. for it's discriminant A 
A = ( C l - c 2 ) 2 - 4 c j j < 0 
holds. It is easy to see from (2.10) that by this conditon the eigenvalues of the re-
stricted are non-real along c(s) which proves the proposition. 
After these propositions we examine the orthogonal projection of vector fields 
VXY onto V , where X and Y are tangent to V1. We denote this projected vector 
field by v{VxY). 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.4. Let Mn be a connected complete semisymmetric hypersurface 
with k(p)^2. Then the vectors v(VxY) span an at most l-dimensional subspace Sp 
in Vp for every point p. 
Proo f . We start with the indirect assumption dim Sp^2 for a point p. By the 
assumption the F-decomposition is of the form Tq(M) = Vq +Vq around p, where 
dim Vq°=n—2. Let {xl5 x2} be an orthonormed differentiable basic field around p 
in V1. Let us denote the vector w(Vx x_,-)/p by . Then for arbitrary unit vector m, 
tangent to Vp, the matrix of Bm w.r.t. (x l5 x2) is the following: 
l —g(xi2, m), — g(x22, m)J 
The characteristic equation of this matrix is 
¿2 + {g(xu , m) + g(x22, m)}2 + {g(xu , m)g(x22, m) -g (x 1 2 , m)g(x21, m)} = 0, 
which has the discriminant 
A = {g(xu, m) -g (x 2 2 , m)}2 + 4g(x12, m)g(x21, m). 
If 
Xu^O or x 2 2 ^ 0 holds and m is orthogonal to x12 or to x21, then the eigen-
values are — g ( x u , m), —g(x22, m). And if x u = x 2 2 = 0 holds, furthermore m 
s + c t — c3 
(s + cj)(s + c2) + c | ' (s + CjXs + CaHc! 
C3 J + c2 
.(s + c^is + c^ + c^' (s + CiXs + CaHej;. 
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halves the angle of x12 and x21, then the eigenvalues are ± 11 g (x12, m)g(x21, m) ^ 
^ 0, and these eigenvalues are also reals. Consequently we can choose such a vector m 
for which Bm has real, non-zero eigenvalue. This contradicts the previous prop-
osition and the proof is complete. 
Let p be a point for which dim holds. Then dim 1 holds in a neigh-
bourhood of p. Let M 2 be such a 2-dimensional submanifold through p in the points 
of which 
Tq (AT) = Tq (M2)+Vq°, dim Sq = 1 
hold. Let us choose such a system m1; ...,m„_2 around p for which the vectors 
mi(<7)> q^M2, are pointing in the direction of Sq. Then in the points q£M2 
B^q)^ 0, B2{q)=...= Bn-2(q) = 0 
holds. Since the differential equation (1.10) is of first order, so 
0, B2=...= Bn_2 = 0 
hold everywhere, and mx is pointing in the direction of S. 
A system m l5 ..., m„_2 constructed in this way is called a reduced system. For 
such a system only the first tensor B^ is non-trivial, which we denote by B. Also the 
basic formulas (1.8) and (1.9) are more simple w.r.t. such a system, and we get for 
them: 
(2.12) (V x 5)( r ) - (V y J B)(Z) = 0, 
(2.13) M\(X)B(Y)-M\(Y)B(X) = 0, 
(2.14) d M i - 2 M l h M f = 0. 
y 
The other basic formulas are unchanged. 
At the end we give some definitions. 
Let M" be a connected complete immersed hypersurface in R"+1 with k ( p ) ^ 2 
everywhere. Let ' f l be the open set, where k(p)=2, i.e. K(P)T±0 holds for the Rie-
mannian curvature scalar K. Then in the interior ^ of Mn\ir1 the Riemann curva-
ture R(X, Y)Z vanishes. Let be the open set where the subspace Sp (defined 
in Proposition 2.4) is 1-dimensional. Then the tensor B vanishes in the interior % 
o f * Î V 2 . The open set iÇ is called the pure trivial part of Ai". At the end let 1^=%. 
be the open set where B has two non-real eigenvalues. Then in the interior T^ of 
B doesn't vanish and it has only zero eigenvalues on Vp. The open sets "Vp 
resp. irh are called the pure parabolic resp. pure hyperbolic part of M". 
It is rather trivial that the open set 
(2.15) ra\jrt[jrp\j-rh 
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is everywhere dense in M". Furthermore the open sets "Vp resp. fh always contain 
the complete integral manifolds of V°, i.e. the type of the hypersurface is uniquely 
determined along a maximal integralmanifold of F°, where dim Vq°=n—2 holds. 
Now let M" be a general (not necessarily complete) immersed hypersurface, with 
&(/>)—2 everywhere. The F-decomposition is defined for it in the same way as in 
§ 1. This decomposition is of the form 
Tp(M") = Vp°+Vp\ dim J^0 = n—2, 
iff the Riemannian curvature scalar K(p) doesn't vanish. The maximal integral mani-
fold of F° through such a point p is always an open set in an euclidean subspace R"~2 
of R". The M" is called vertically complete iff all these integral manifolds are complete 
euclidean suspaces R"~2 in R". 
We can define the open sets irQ, "K,i /^,i r t,i rp, 'i rh for vertically complete hyper-
surfaces with k ( p ) ^ 2 in some way as before, since propositions (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) 
hold for such hypersurfaces also. The type of hypersurfaces along an integral mani-
fold of V° (where dim^°=n—2) is also uniquely determined. 
Def in i t ion . A vertically complete immersed hypersurface M" with k(p)^2 
is said to be of 
1) trivial type if "^=0 holds, i.e. M" contains only % resp. pure trivial parts, 
2) parabolic type if %=%,=%, "¡^^0, hold, i.e. M" contains only and non-
empty pure parabolic part, 
3) hyperbolic type if Mn=tH, i.e. M" contains only pure hyperbolic part. 
By formula (2.15) all complete hypersurfaces with k(p)^2 can be built up 
from vertically complete hypersurfaces of the above types. In the next sections we 
give general procedures for the construction of vertically complete immersed hyper-
surfaces of the above types. 
3. Hypersurfaces of trivial type 
Strong theorems are known — local or global — which describe all the hypersur-
faces with zero Riemannian curvature. For example a complete connected hypersur-
face M" with zero Riemannian curvature is a cylinder of the form M"=cXR"_1 
where c is a curve in an-euclidean plane R2 and R"-1 is the orthogonal complement of 
R2 [1]. So by the description of hypersurfaces of trivial type we assume that the open 
set % is nonempty. 
P ropos i t i on 3.1. Let U be a connected component of % in a hypersurface of 
trivial type. Then U is a cylinder of the form U=M2XR"-2, where M2 is a hyper-
surface in a euclidean subspace R3 and RB-Z is the orthogonal complement to Rs. 
5 
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Proof . The tensor fields Bx are zero in the considered case, so VyiV^QV1 
holds. So the distribution V1 is integrable and the integral manifolds are totally ge-
odesic. Let M 2 be an integral manifold of V1. From Bx=0 and A(V0)—0, 
follows, where D is the covariant derivative of Rn + 1 . Thus the integral manifolds of V° 
are parallel euclidean subspaces, and M 2 is contained in the orthogonal complement 
R3 of these parallel subspaces. It is rather trivial, that U is of the form U=M2XR"~2 
indeed. 
The following theorem is obvious. 
Theorem 3.1. For a hypersurface of trivial type there exists an everywhere 
dense open subset, on the connected component of which the space is of zero Riemannian 
curvature or it is a cylinder described in the above proposition. 
Generally a hypersurface of trivial type doesn't split into a global direct product 
of the form M2xR"~2 . To show this fact we construct a 3-dimensional irreducible 
hypersurface of trivial type. 
Let Ci and C2 be two infinite closed circle-cylindrical domains without common 
points in R3, which are pointing in different directions resp. na. Furthermore let 
f(x, y, z) be such a differentiate real function on R3 which has zero value on 
R3 \ (CiUC2) and / . i s positive inside of C(, ' = 1 , 2 , such that it is constant along 
the lines parallel to Such functions obviously exist. 
P ropos i t i on 3.2. The hypersurface Ms represented by (x,y,z,f(x,y,z)) 
in R4 is a complete irreducible hypersurface of trivial type, diffeomorphic to R3. 
Proof . The open sets ir2czM3, i = l ; 2 , represented by (x, y, z,f(x, y, z)), 
(x,y,z)£Ci, are cylindrical of the form y ' = M ? X R , furthermore the Riemannian 
curvature vanishes on M 3 \ ( ^ H J ^ 2 j . Thus M 3 is of trivial type. 
DylV° Q Vo 
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Let p be arbitrary point of R^CCjUQ) . Then p is a point of M3. It is easy to 
show, that the holonomy group Hp of M 3 is generated by the rotation groups SO(2)^ 
SO(2)2, where SO(2)j, i = l ; 2, acts around the axis through p pointing in the direc-
tion of n,-. Thus Hp = SO(3) holds, and M3 is irreducible. The other statement in the 
proposition is obvious. 
Since the above example is not locally symmetric, so it is also a counterexample 
to Nomizu's conjecture. 
With the above method one can construct «-dimensional complete irreducible 
hypersurfaces of trivial type for any dimension n. 
4. Hypersurfaces of parabolic type 
Let us consider the hypersurface Mn on the open set "f~p, where R?±0, B^O 
with B2=0. The system m!,m2 , ...,m„_2 is by assumption a reduced system. Let 
{d0, #1} be an orthonormed basis in V1 such that is tangent to the image space of B. 
By Wm^B=0 we get that d0 and dx are parallel vector fields along any integral 
manifold of V°, i.e. Vm d {=0 holds. Furthermore from 2?2=0 we have that the 
matrix of the restricted B (onto V1) is of the form 
K . 9 -
w.r.t. 00, dj}. 
Let us introduce also the functions A, by 
(4.2) Vao50 = Aai, Vdid t = V o , Wdad1 = - ? A , V ^ ^ - V i -
P ropos i t i on 4.1. The above functions satisfy the following equations: 
(4.3) Xy = 0, ddb) = Xb, 
(4.4) ~ Vdld0 = V^d, = 0. 
Proof . From (2.12), (4,1) and (4.2) we have 
&SlB)0o) = d1(b)dl+bi1d0 = (v^BXdd = B(;.d0) = xbd, 
so we get (4.3). (4.4) is obvious by ^ = 0 and by the above considerations. 
Now let us examine the Weingarten field A of the hypersurface. As for it 
A(F°)=0, A(V1)=V"L hold, so let A be the restriction of A onto V1, The matrix of I 
w.r.t. {dQ, c^} is of the form 
5* 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 4.2. The Weingärten field A satisfies the following relations: 
(4.6) VmiA = -AoB, V ^ ^ O for a. = 2, 
(4.7) AoB is symmetric, (Vg0A)= &dlA)(d0), 
(4.8) Vi = 0, m1(y0)+8b = 0, m^y,,) = 0 for a ^ 2, 
(4.9) ma(<5) = 0 if a s i , 
thus 8 is constant along the integral manifolds of V°, 
(4.10) &(?«) = do0)+Ayo, 3X(<5) = 2X5. 
Proof . Equations (4.6) and (4.7) come from the Codazzi—Mainardi equation 
<yxA)V) = (VyA)(X), 
using the vector fields d0, d l t mi , . . . , m„_2. The equation Vi=0 comes from symme-
try of AoB, and the others are equivalent to (4.6) and (4.7) using the formulas 
(4-1)—(4.5). 
By (4.8) and (4.5) the curvature scalar K of M" is 
(4.11) K= d e t i i = -<52 < 0 
on so the matrix of A in {¿)0, t)x} is of the form 
By the second equation of (4.10) also the equation 
(4.13) bi(K) = 4 XK 
holds. 
Let us notice too, that the sectional curvature K„ is non-positive in a hypersurface 
of parabolic type so from the Hadamard—Cartan theorem we get: 
P ropos i t i on 4.3. The sectional curvature K„ of a hypersurface M" of parabolic 
type is non-positive. Thus if M" is complete and simply connected then it is diffeo-
morphic to R". 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4.4. The distribution W°, spanned by andV, is involutive, and the 
integral manifolds of W° are open sets in (n-l)-dimensional euclidean subspaces of 
Rn+1. In addition if the hypersurface is complete, then the maximal integral manifolds of 
W° are complete (n-l)-dimensional euclidean subspaces in Rn+1. 
Proof . For the Lie derivative [ « ^ n i j resp. [ma, mp] we have 
[3lf mj = Va.m.-V^x = V^m. = 5« (ft)+2 i)my = 2 WWi) my, 
y y 
[®a> m/j] = 0, 
thus IF0 is involutive. 
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Let H be an integral manifold of IV0. Then H is a hypersurface in M" with nor-
mal vector field d0. H is by (4.4) a totally goedesic hypersurface in M" with zero Rie-
mannian curvature as well. 
Let D be the covariant derivative in Rn + 1 . By (4.1) and (4.5) we have 
Ddia = Sd0, Ddid0 = -8n, An.n = 0, D^do = 0. 
Thus the planes spanned by n and d0 (along H) are parallel, and so H is an open 
set in the euclidean subspace which is orthogonal to the above parallel planes. 
Now let M" be a complete hypersurface of parabolic type and let H be a maximal 
integral manifold of W°. From the second equation of (4.3) and from (4.13) we get, 
that K resp. B vanishes neither on 77 nor on the boundary of 77. Thus H is 
without boundary points and so it is a complete («—l)-dimensional euclidean sub-
space in R"+1. 
By the above proposition every connected component "Tj of in a complete M" 
can be considered as a fibred space 77: T^'—R, where the fibres J7-1(g), 
are (n—l)-dimensional euclidean spaces. In the following proposition we make this 
fibration into a global fibration. 
Theorem 4.1. Let M" be a simply connected and complete immersed hypersur-
face of parabolic type in R"+1. Then M" is in a natural manner a fibred space 77: Mn-+ 
-•R, where the fibres II~1(q), q£R, are (n-\)-dimensional euclidean subspaces in 
R"+1. 
Proof . Let us examine M" on the open set %. The rank of the Weingarten field 
A on % is 1 or 0. Let be the open set, where rank A=1 holds, and let 
be the interior of T^X^ 1 . If d0 is the unit vector field on T^1, tangent to the image-
space of A, then 
A (d0) = y0d0 with yo^O 
holds. Let Wq°c:Tq(qt.%1, be the subspace orthogonal to d0(q). It is well 
* 
known that the distribution W is involutive and the integral manifolds of it are 
open sets in the («—l)-dimensional euclidean subspaces of R"+1. In the following we 
prove the completeness of these integral manifolds. 
First of all let us notice, that the fibration described in Proposition 4.4. can be 
extended continuously onto the boundary of In fact, in the opposite case two se-
quences p^ qfc'fp could be chosen such that p=lim /?j=lim q t =q is on the bound-
ary of Vp, the integral manifolds 77P( resp. 77^ of W° through pt resp. qt converge to 
Hp resp. Hq, but Hp9iHq holds. As the spaces HPi, Hqi, Hp, Hq are hypersurfaces 
in M" thus dim (Hp Cl Hq ) = n—2 . 
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would hold for large numbers i, which is a contradiction. Thus the proof of the state-
ment is complete. 
Let us return to the investigation of integral manifolds. Let H be a maximal 
integral mainfold. For a vector field X tangent to H we have 
(V^X*) = (VxA)(d0), 
from which we get 
(4.14) Vxd0 = 0, X(y0) = y0g(X,V9od0). 
So if JC(0 denotes an integral curve of X, then along it 
t 
/»(i.va.^o) 
7o(0 = 7o(0)e» 
holds. From this we have, that A vanishes neither on H nor on the boundary of H. 
So every boundary point of H is a boundary point of iÇ, too. We prove, that sùch a 
boundary point doesn't exist for H. . : -
We start with the indirect assumption. If q would be such a boundary point, 
then let Hq be the subspace through q which we get by the extension .of the fibration, 
described in Proposition 4.4, onto the boundary of Vp. Then dim (Hf]Hq)=n—2 
holds obviously. Let d0 be the normal vector of Hq in Tq(M"). Since K(q)=0, 
A(q)^0 hold, so by (4.12) we get, that d0 is the unique non-trivial eigenvector of 
A(q). But by (4.14) the non-trivial eigenvector d0 is parallel along H, so the vector 
d0(q) is also a non-trivial eigenvector of A(q). This is contradiction, because d0(q)^ 
?±d0 holds. ' ' 
• * 
So we get, that the maximal integral manifolds of W° are also complete (« — 1)-
dimensional euclidean subspaces in Rn+1. Now let us consider a connected component 
of From the above considerations it follows, that %ot is an open set in an 
«-dimensional euclidean hyperspace, such that the boundary of is either an 
(n— l)-dimensional euclidean subspace, or two parallel (n—l)-dimensional subspaces. 
Thus the extension of the fibration onto is trivial, which proves the proposition. 
The above statements suggest a simple constructional method for hypersurfaces 
of parabolic type. 
Propos i t ion 4.5. Let c(i) be an immersed curve in Rn+1, parametrised by 
arc-length. Furthermore let Hcis) be a differentiable field of (n-\)-dimensional eu-
clidean subspaces along C ( J ) such that / 7 C ( S ) is orthogonal to c(s). Then the subspaces 
HC(S) cover an immersed hypersurface with &(/>)=2 around c(s). 
Proof . It is trivial, that the subspaces Hcis) cover an immersed hypersurface 
M" in a neighbourhood of c(s). Let n be the normal vector field of this hypersurface 
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M", and let d0 be the unit vector field in M", orthogonal to the subspaces Hc(s). 
Since the vector Dx n, where X is tangent to Hc(s), is pointing always in the direction 
of d0, so the image-space of Weingarten map A is spanned by the vectors dQ and Ddn. 
Thus rank A ^ 2 holds, and the proof is finished. 
The spaces constructed in the previous proposition are in general not complete. 
But in many cases a field Hc(s) described above covers globally a complete immersed 
hypersurface M". This is the case, if we consider an arbitrary differentiable field 
HC(s) of orthogonal (« — l)-dimensional euclidean subspaces along a line C(J) of R"+1. 
Of course there can be given more complicated cases. Since such a hypersurface is in 
general not of the form 
cXHc, 
where c is a plane curve in a euclidean subplane R2 and Hc is orthogonal to R2, 
so these hypersurfaces have non-zero curvature in general. 
Theo rem 4.2. Let c(s), — oo5 an immersed curve in Rn + 1 and let 
Hc(s) be such a differentiable field of orthogonal (to c(s)), (n-\)-dimensional eu-
clidean subspaces along c(s), which cover a complete hypersurface M". Then for M" 
we have k(p)^2, B2=0 and 
(4.15) K ^ - i D ^ D ^ + i D ^ B o ) 2 ^ 0. 
Furthermore if K(p)<0 holds in a point p£Hp, then K<0 is satisfied along Hp. 
Proof . By Proposition 4.5 k(p)^2 holds for M", and if K(p)^0 (i.e. 
k(p)=2) is satisfied, then the image space of the Weingarten field Ap is spanned by d0 
and Ddon, where D d n has non-zero projection onto the fibre i i p . Let e^ be the unit 
vector pointing in the direction of this projected vector. Then the non-trivial subspace 
o of ^p is spanned by dQ and d1. Since for D3 n the relation Dd n=5 r)0=A(dl) holds, 
so the matrix of Ap w.r.t. {30) is of the form 
fro. ¿1 
IS, 0J 
with 3 ^ 0 . Since D d n=y 0 d 0 +5d 1 holds, so by K = - d 2 we get the relation (4.15). 
Of course (4.15) holds also in the case K(p)=0, as in this case Ds n is pointing in the 
direction of. t)0-
The subspaces Hc(s) are totally geodesic so Vdjd0=0 follows. From this we get 
g(B(d1), 5 0 )=0 i.e. ¿>! is an eigenvector of B. But the space is complete so B has only 
zero real eigenvalue. Thus B(d1)=0 and B2=0 follows. 
The integral manifolds of V are parallel hyperspaces in the fibres Hc(s), and 
so the integral curves of ^ are lines in Hc(s). From (2.4) and (4.13) we get, that 0 
holds along Hcis) if in a point p£Hc(s), K(p)<0 is satisfied. 
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We are going to investigate the irreducibility of the previously described spaces. 
Let M" be a complete simple connected immersed hypersurface as in Theorem 4.2 
with and let c(j), — oo<j<oo, be an arbitrary fixed integral curve of d0. 
The subspaces Hc(s) can be described uniquely by the normal vector field n( j ) along 
c{s). 
Theorem 4.3*). The hypersurface M" with K<0 is reducible i f f a euclidean 
subspace Rk with k<n+1 exists, which contains c(s) with the vector field n(j) as well. 
IfRk is the smallest such subspace, then M" is of the form 
(4.16) M" = Mk~1XW~k+1, 
where Mk~x is an irreducible complete hypersurface in R* covered by a one-parametrized 
family H*(S) of (k-\)-dimensional euclidean subspaces, furthermore R " _ F E + 1 ¡s eu-
clidean subspace in R n + 1 orthogonal to R*. 
Proof . If c(s) with n(j) is contained in a subspace R \ k~=n+1, then M" 
is obviously of the form (4.16). Thus we examine the other direction, and let us assume 
that M" is reducible, and it is of the form 
(4.17) M n = s i - i x e B - t + i 
with 
First we prove that (4.17) is a cylindrical decomposition. Let T1 resp. T2 be the 
tangent space of Qk_1 resp. Q"~k+1. Since for the curvature tensor R the equation 
RiT1, T2)X= 0 holds, so by the Gauss equation we get 
(4.18) g(X, A{T*))A(T2) = g(X,A(T2))A(T*), 
for every tangent vector X£ T(M). We show, that A vanishes on one of the tangent 
spaces Tl. 
In fact, if there were tangent vectors X'd Tp, i= 1;2 for which A(X')^0 » 
holded, then by (4.18) the vectors A(X') would point in the same direction, and so A 
would be of rank 1. But this is imposible, because K < 0 holds. 
So we get, that one of the spaces Qk~1, Q"~k+1 has negative scalar curvature, and 
the other is of zero curvature. Let <2*-1 be the space with K<0. Since A(T2)=0 
holds, so T2QV° and the integral manifolds of T2 are complete (n—k+l^dimen-
sional euclidean subspaces. Because of the decomposition (4.17) these euclidean sub-
spaces must be parallel subspaces in Rn+1. So (4.17) is a cylindrical decomposition of 
the form 
' Mn = Qk-xXRn-*+1, 
where Qk~x is a hypersurface in R* orthogonal to R"~k+1. Since Rn _ f c + 1 is orthogonal 
to c(j) and n(j) as well, so c(s) and n(i) are contained in R*1. 
*) The theorem is true also in case KsO. 
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The last statement in the theorem is obvious. 
We mention, that the above theorem is true also in the case, when we consider 
M" only for an open interval 
By Theorem 4.2 the hypersurfaces described in the theorem can contain also 
pure trivial part i.e. on which 0, B = 0 hold. It is clear by the above remark, 
that non-empty iff an open interval a^s^b exists, for which c(s) with n(j) 
is contained in a 3-dimensional subspace R3, but a smaller subspace doesn't contain 
the system {c(j), n(j)}. So excluding this possibility the other hypersurfaces described 
in Theorem 4.2 are of parabolic type. 
It is very easy to construct such complete, irreducible hypersurfaces which con-
tain pure parabolic part only. 
For example let us consider a differentiate field of unit vectors n(j) along a line 
c(s), — o=i in R"+1 for which 
1. the vector Dcn is non-zero along c(s), 
2. the system {c(j), n(j)}, — °o<j<oo ) is not contained in a subspace Rfe with 
1). 
3. There is no interval for which (c(j), n(i)} is in a subspace R3. 
Then the euclidean subspaces Hc(s), orthogonal to c(s) and n(j), inscribe in R"+1 
an irreducible complete hypersurface with pure parabolic part only. 
It is very easy to contruct also such hypersurfaces which contain only pure trivial 
and pure parabolic parts. 
5. Hypersurfaces of hyperbolic type 
Theorem 5.1. Every connected and simply connected immersed hypersurface M" 
of hyperbolic type is of the form M"=MaX R" -3 , where M3 is an immersed hypersur-
face of hyperbolic type in a euclidean subspace R4 and R" - 3 is euclidean subspace ortho-
gonal to R4. 
Proof . By (2.13) 
M l ( X ) 5 1 ( 7 ) - M a 1 ( r ) 5 1 ( y ) = 0 
holds. Since Bx is non-degenerate thus —M{=0 holds for a ^ 2 . This means 
that Vxm! is contained in for every vector By formulas (1.3) and Proposi-
tion 2.4 the distribution V*, spanned by and mjp , is involutive and the integral 
manifolds of this distribution are totally geodesic. It is also trivial, that the orthogonal 
complement V** of V* is also involutive, and the maximal integral manifolds of it 
are (n—3)-dimensional euclidean subspaces in R"+1. Let M3 be a maximal integral 
manifold of V*. Then for every vector field Y tangent to V** and for every vector 
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field X tangent to V* the vector field DXY is also tangent to V**, where D is the co-
variant derivative in Rn+1 . This means, that the integral manifolds of V** are parallel 
euclidean subspaces in R"+1 and that M 3 is an immersed hypersurface of hyperbolic 
type in an orthogonal complement R4 of the above parallel euclidean spaces. From the 
basic formulas it is rather trivial, that the metric of M" is of the form M " = M 3 X R " - 3 
indeed. 
From the above theorem we can see, that for the construction of hyperbolic 
hypersurfaces we must construct only the 3-dimensional cases. In the following we 
describe a general construction for such hypersurfaces. 
At first let us consider a one-fold covering of a simply connected open set U of 
R3 with complete lines such that the unit vector field u tangent to these lines is dif-
* i ferentiable. We call such a covering a line-fibration of U. For a point U let Vp 
be the orthogonal complement of np and let V° be the 1-dimensional subspace in 
TP(U) spanned by up. The following relations are obvious for the covariant derivative 
D of R3: 
(5.1) DfrV* <g v\ D*aV° G V°, QV°+ V\ 
Furthermore let B(X):=Dxu be the derived tensor field of u and let $ be the 
covariant derivative defined by 
V*y := DXY-(DXY, u)u = DxY+(B(X), Y)u, J^; Yp<LVp\ 
(5.2) 
Vxu:= 0 for every vector field X, and VaX:=DaX if XpeV/ 
on U, where (X, Y) denotes the inner product in R3. It is rather trivial that ^ is 
metrical w.r.t. (X , Y). If R denotes the curvature tensor o f * , then the following basic 
formulas hold for the given line fibration: 
R(X, Y)Z = (B(Y), Z)B(X)-(B(X), Z)B(Y), 
(5.3) ( V x i ) ( 7 ) - ( V y i ) W = 0 if Xp; 
Vu5* = -B*oB*, 
R(X,u)Y= R(X,Y)u = 0. 
These formulas can be proved in a similar way as the formulas of Proposition 
1.1. Since the lines in the fibration are complete lines so it can be proved (similarly to 
Proposition 2.2 and 2.3) that along a line either B*2=0 holds or B* is non-degen-* 
erated on V1 and it has two non-real eigenvalues. 
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Now let UiQU be the maximal open set where B*2=0 holds and let U ^ U 
* 
be the open set whereB* is non-degenerated in V1. Then the open set L^U f/2 is 
everywhere dense in U, and both open sets are line-fibred open sets. Thus for the line 
fibrations we can give the following local classification. One class of such fibrations 
contains the fibrations for which B*2=0 holds, and the other class contains the 
* 
fibrations for which B* is non-degenerated in V1. We describe this classification form 
a more geometric point of view. 
First let us consider the case B*2=0. If B=0 holds on an open set, then this 
* * 
open set is fibred with parallel lines. And if B * ^ 0 holds, then let d0, dl be the orthogo-
* X * 
nal unit vector fields tangent to V1, such that dy is tangent to the kernel of B. The 
following statement can be proved in the same way as Proposition 4.2. 
* * 
Propos i t i on 5.1. The distribution fV° spanned by u and d1 is involutive. 
* * 
A maximal integral manifold H offV0 is an open set in a euclidean hyperplane of 
* 
R3 such that the lines of fibration, which have common point with H, are parallel 
* * 
lines in this hyperplane and the integral curves of ot in H are parallel line segments 
in the plane. • - • • - ' 
Conversely, if through every line / of a line-fibration there exists a euclidean 
hyperplane H such that H covers parallel lines from the fibration around I then the 
equation B2=0 holds for the line-fibration. 
The last statement of the above proposition is also obvious. 
Thus the above local classification of line-fibrations is the following. One class 
contains the line-fibrations which can be covered with one parametric family of hyper-
planes in the sense of Proposition 5.1 and the elements of other class cannot be 
covered in such a way. So we call the elements of the first class plane-coverable line-
fibrations and the elements of the second class plane-uncoverable line-fibrations. 
It is easy to give plane-coverable line-fibrations. For example let us consider a 
family of parallel lines in a hyperplane H of R3. 
I 
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Let us move H along a line / (perpendicular to 77) in such a way that 77 also turns 
around /. In this way we get a plane-coverable line-fibration of the whole R3. In 
order to show the existence of fibrations belonging to the second class we also give 
an example of a plane-uncoverable line-fibration of whole R3. 
Let us consider the unit vector field 
(5.4) 
u = (z2 + l)- l '2(x2 + y*-+ z2 +1)'"1/2 {(xz - y) - A . + (yz+.x) + (z2 +1) - J - } 
defined in a Cartesian coordinate neighbourhood (x, y, z) of R3. A simple computa-
tion shows the equation 7)uu=0, thus the maximal integral curves of u are lines and 
these lines define a line-fibration of R3. Every line intersects the (x, j)-plane (z=0) 
just in one point. It can be simply computed that the eigenvalues of B(X)=DXU 
at the point of the (x, j>)-plane are 
(5.5) 0, ( x 2 +j 2 +l ) " 1 / 2 i , - (x 2 +j> 2 +l ) - 1 / 2 i , 
* 
where i is the imaginary number. Thus B has two non-real eigenvalues at every point 
of R3 and the fibration is a plane-uncoverable line-fibration. 
Now let us consider a 3-dimensional hypersurface M 3 of hyperbolic type in R4. 
The integral curves of the vector field m in M3 are lines in R4 and the tangent hyper-
spaces TP(M3) coincide along such an integral curve /. Let us denote this constant 
hyperspace by Tt(M3). If S is such a euclidean hyperspace in R4, which is not ortho-
gonal to/ , then the orthogonal projection 77: Ai3—S maps an open neighbourhood 
U oil diffeomorphically onto an open set U* of S such that the image of m'-s integral 
curves form a line-fibration of U*. This line-fibration is called the projected line-
fibration of U*. 
Propos i t i on 5.2. The projected line-fibration of U* is plane-uncoverable if M3 
is of hyperbolic type. 
Proof . Let a be the angle between the line / and the projected line / ' . Then a 
can be cosidered as a differentiate function on U* which is constant along the pro-
jected lines /'. If Xi(p), p£U*, i = l , 2 , 3 denotes the eigenvalues of Z?(Z)=Vxm 
at the point 77_1(/;)6 U then by a simple computation we get, that the eigenvalues of * 
B(X)=DXM are Af=cosodj, /=1 ,2 ,3 , which proves the proposition. 
By the above considerations every hypersurface M3 of hyperbolic type can be 
represented locally as the position of the points 
(5.6) (x, y, z, f{x, y, z% 
where f{x,y, z) is a differentiate function on an open set C/*gR3, where ¿7* is an 
open set, line-fibred in a plane-uncoverable way. 
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We mention, that the unit normal vector field n of M3 is represented by 
(5.7) 1 
where h=(l +fx+f?+f?)1/2, furthermore the second fundamental form is repre-
sented by 
(For details see [6].) Let u be the unit vector field referring to the line-fibration of U*. 
Then the covariant vector field df is parallel along the integral curves of u, i.e. Dudf= 0 
holds, furthermore rank 77=2 holds at every point p£U*, and the nullspace of 77 is 
spanned by u. 
Now we turn to the reversed problem, and we give a general construction for 
hyper-surfaces Ms of hyperbolic type. . 
Theo rem 5.2. Let U*QR3 be an open set which is line-fibred in a plane-uncov-
erable way. Then around every line of the fibration there exist differentiable functions 
fix, y, z) such that the points 
represent hypersurfaces of hyperbolic type. 
Proof . Let u be the vector field referring to the fibration of U*. 
Lemma 5.2.1. The hyper surface (x, y, z, f(x,y,z)) is of hyperbolic type referring 
to the fibration of U* i f f 
The proof is obvious by Proposition 5.2 and formula (5.8). 
Let M2aU* be such a hypersurface in R3 for which the tangent spaces TP(M2) 
are complements of up, i.e. Tp(M2)+Sp=Tp(R3) holds, where Sp is the 1-dimensio-
nal subspace spanned by up. Thus M2 can be considered as a cross-section of U*'s 
fibration. If (x\ x2) is a coordinate neighbourhood of M2, then it can be extended 
uniquely onto a coordinate neighbourhood (x1, x2, t) of U* such that d/dt=u holds, 
and (x1, x2, 0) is just (x1, x2) on M2. The vector fields d/dx' can be written in the form 
(5.8) 
XX J xy J xz 
^yx fyy fyz ' 
^zx fzy fzz. 
(x, y, z, f ( x , y, z)) 
(5.9) 
hold. 
Dadf= 0, rank D2f = 2 
(5.10) 
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where Et is orthogonal to u and thus also 
(5.1D = 
holds. For the tensor field & the following holds: 
(5.12) = B(Et+*t u) = £(£•,) = fe = BI-L.-B&, u. 
* 
Lemma 5.2.2. 27ie fields Et, B\ fulfill the following formulas: 
* 
d<f>• * * dBJ- *, * 
' = 0, DuEt = B(Ed = B-Er, = -BjB!, d t d t (5.13) 
(B(Ej), -(£№), Ej) = E j ^ - E ^ J ) = d*Jdx>-d*j№. 
Proof . From [dldx?,u]=[dldx?,d/dt]=0 we get 
0 = [ - ¿ - , u ] = [E i+^u , u] = [E„ u ] - - ^ - u . 
On the other hand 
№, u] = DEiu—DaEi = B(Ed-DaE-,. 
Since both components of these equations are orthogonal to u, so we get the first 
* * • 
two equations in (5.13). We get the third equation form DaB = —B2 and from the 
second equation. We get the last equation in the following way: 
= [E{, Ef +{{B(EJ),Ei)-(B(Ed, Ej)- £,($,) + E ^ f i u , 
thus the last equation is also satisfied. 
Every solution / of Dudf= 0 satisfies u • u ( / )=0 , thus / must be of the form 
f=e(x\ x^t+Xix1, x2) in the above coordinate neighbourhood (x1, x2, t), where the 
functions Q, X are the functions of the variables (x1, x2) only. 
Lemma 5.2.3. A function f=g(xx,x2)t+X(x1, x2) is the solution of Dudf=0 
i f f for Q and X the differential equation 
holds. 
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Proof . This equation comes from (5.13) by 
= = W-VYW'+W-9*')-
For every solution / the restrictions of g and X onto M2 satisfy the differential 
equation 
< 5 I 5 > = 
Lemma 5.2.4. Let (¡(x1, x2) and A(x\ x2) be the solutions of (5.15) on M2. 
Then the function f=gt+X defined on (x1, x2, t) is a solution of Dadf=0. 
Proof . Let a>i(t) be the functions defined by the left side of (5.14) along a line 
of the fibration. Since is of the form (2.10) along a line thus co;(i) are analytical 
functions with C0j(i)=0. A simple computation shows the equation 
*. * 
so d"(oi/dt'f0=Q, i.e. <u,=0 everywhere. This proves the statement. 
Now let us assume that M2 is a hyperplane in R3 and that (x1, x2) is a Descarte-
sian coordinate system on it. 
* 
Lemma 5.2.5. The covariant vector field pi=B'i$r is a closed form on a hyper-
plane M2. 
Proof . It can be seen from (5.3) that the equation 
(5.16) (DXB){Y) = (DyB)(X) 
holds for every vector field X, Y in R3. By this formula we get 
= Dd,Sx, [B'j -A. _ Jr^uj _DdldxJ _5f$ru) = 
= ¿X j L + i i ^ . i W u , 1 dx< dxJ J 4 i + i < ! J J l dxJ dx' I 
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and so 
* * f!Br- ffB- * * * * 
onJ = RKP B<-B?<P Br 
dx> dx> j q ' , 
(5.17) + + 
. dxJ dx> ~ 
By the last formula the proof is complete. 
Let us define the matrix field 
(5.18) , 'j - = 
- 4 + i \ l2){B\-Bf) i 
(l/2)(Bl-BD, B\ 
on M2. This matrix field is positive definite as by the plane-uncoverable fibration 
(5.19) det (aiJ) = -B2Bl~(l/4)(Bl-B2)2 > 0 
holds, since the discriminant A(= — det(a i J)) of-the characteristic equation 
A2—TrAl+det J5 = 0 
is negative. 
Lemma 5.2.6. In a hyperplane M2 the differential equation (5.15) is equivalent to 
the equations 
a 22 
(5.20) aiJ , = 0 , det (aij) > 0, 
f)o * * t)X 
(5-21) ^ + B ^ Q = B r _ 
Furthermore for a fixed solution X of (5.20) the differential equation (5.21) is completely 
integrable W.r.t. Q. 
Proof . We can write the equation (5.15) also in the following invariant form 
(5.22) dQ+eS-co = 0, 
where 5 resp. co are the covariant vector fields B\<Pr resp. BridX/dxr. As the operator 
d acts on the left side of this equation so we get by Lemma 5.2.5: 
(5.23) , dco = dgAd = coAd. 
We show, that this equation is equivalent to (5.20). Indeed, the equation (5.23) is just 
the following: 
* * ftB'X ftBrX * * * • * 
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where Xr\=X¡dxr. By the first equation of (5.23) we get 
* * »2; 
which is equivalent to (5.20) indeed. Since (5.23) is the condition of integrability for 
(5.21) thus the last statement is in the lemma also obvious. 
Now let / be a line from the line-fibration of U*. For a point p£l let M2 be a 
hyperplane such that / is not belonging to M2. Then there exists a neighbourhood V of 
p in M 2 such that the lines going through points of V are not belonging to M2. Let 
(x1, x2) be a Descartesian coordinate neighbourhood on M 2 and let A be a non-linear 
solution of (5.20) around p. Then X is non-linear in a neighbourhood V* of p, i.e. 
the matrix field d2X/dx'dxJ is non-trivial on V*. Let g be a solution of (5.21) w.r.t. 
the fixed X. Then g is uniquely determined by the initial value g(p). By the above con-
siderations the function f{x1,x2,t) = g{x1,x2)t+X(xi,x2) satisfies the differential 
equation Dudf~0. On the other hand the rank of D2f is 2 in a neighbourhood of /. 
To prove this statement we only have to show that the matrix field d2X¡Bxidxi is 
non-singular on V*. Indeed, by (5.24) the field d2X/XxiBxJ cannot be of rank 1, on V*, 
because in the opposite case the null-space would be an eigen direction of ¿ j by (5.24). 
This is impossible, because'the two eigenvalues of B) are non-real. So for a neighbour-
hood of / the points (x, y, z,f(x, y, z)) representa hypersurface of hyperbolic type 
and the proof of Theorem is complete. 
Now we turn to Takagi's counterexample. Let us consider the line-fibration (5.4). 
Then every line of the fibration intersects the (x, _y)-plane only in one point. Let us 
denote this canonical coordinate neighbourhood on this plane by (x1, x2). A simple 
computation shows, that the matrix field Éj is of the form 
¿ / = ((xi)2 + (x2)2 + l ) [ _ ° ¿J 
on this plane and so the function ¿(x1, x2):= — x1*2 satisfies the differential equation 
(5.20) with det (d2A/dx'dxJ)=-1. From (5.21) we get the solution 
0 = (1/2)((x2)2- (x1)2)((x1)2 + (x2)2+1)"1 '2. 
If we compute the function /(x1 , x2, t)=gt+X in the Descartesian coordinate 
neighbourhood' (x, y, z) of R3, we have 
fix y Z) = 
JKx,y,z) 2(z2 + l) ' 
and so the points (x, y, z,f(x, y, z)) represent a complete irreducible hypersurface of-
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hyperbolic type which is of course irreducible and non-symmetric. But this is just 
Takagi's counterexample, so we have: 
P ropos i t i on 5.3. Takagi's counterexample is a complete hypersurface of hyper-
bolic type. . . . . . . 
Propos i t i on 5.4. The sectional curvature Ka is non-positive for every plane a 
in a hypersurfaces of hyperbolic type. So every complete and simple connected immersed 
hypersurface M" of hyperbolic type is diffeomorphic to R". 
Proof . It is enough to prove, that the sectional curvature w.r.t. o=Vp is nega-
tive. If (Aj), i;j= 1;2, is the Weingarten field, restricted onto a=Vp, then Ka= 
=det(v4j) holds. On the other hand VmA= —AoB holds, thus we get 
B[AR] = BJAR¡. 
If .¿¡/were positive definite, then B would have two non-zero real eigenvalues. 
So the signature of AU is 1, and thus Á"ff=det (A'J)-^O holds. 
6. Classification of complete semisymmetric hypersurfaces 
At the end we can summarize the results of the paper in the following manner. 
Theorem 6.1. Let M" be a complete semisymmetric immersed hypersurface in 
R"+1. Then M" is one of the following types. 
1. M" is of zero curvature, and it is of the form M"=cX R" - 1 , where c is a curve 
in a hyperplane R2 and R" - 1 is orthogonal to R2. 
2. M" is a straight cylinder of the form M"=SkXRn~k described in Nomizu's 
theorem. 
3. M" is pure trivial of the form M"—M2X R" - 2 , where M2 is a hypersurface in 
a 3-dimensional euclidean subspace R3 and R" - 2 is orthogonal to R3. 
4. M" is pure parabolic of the form M"=MkX R"~\ where Mk is an irreducible 
pure parabolic hypersurface in a euclidean subspace R*+1 and Rn""fc is orthogonal to 
R*+1. 
5. M" is pure hyperbolic of the form M"=M3X R" - 3 , where M3 is a pure hyper-
bolic irreducible hypersurface in a A-dimensional euclidean subspace R4 and R"~3 is 
orthogonal to R4. 
6. Mn satisfies the relation &(/>)=2 and it is mixed with irp,i/í, parts. 
Theorem 6.2. A complete semisymmetric immersed hypersurface with K>0 
is one of the following types. 
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1. M" is a cylinder Mn=Sk~1XR"~k described in Nomizu's theorem. 
2. M" is pure trivial of the form M"=M2XR"~2 described above in point 3. 
Theorem 6.3. Let M" be a complete immersedsemisymmetric hypersurface with 
|£|Se>0 for a constant e. Then M" is also one of the types described in the above 
theorem. 
Proof . Let M" have the property k(p)^2. Then M" can't have hyperbolic 
part, because on an integral line of n^ on this part the function K(s) is of the form 
^ " f r + o c f + o + e S ' e = c o n s t a n t ' 
by (2.4) and (2.10). 
But M" can't have pure parabolic part either. Indeed, on this part the integral 
manifolds of fV° would be complete (« — l)-dimensional euclidean subspaces in RB+1 
by (2.4), (2.7), (4.3) and (4.13), and the maximal integral curves of d1 would be 
complete lines in these subspaces. 
On the other hand B degenerates on this part, so by (1.7) R(d1, d0)d0=R(d1, d0)dQ 
holds. From this relation we get 
d1(.X) = K+X\ 
so along an integral curve of d± 
ds ds 
hold. The general solutions of this system with 0 are the following: 
m = 1 ( 0 = -0+Q^+Qi' 
where and Q2 are constants with Q^O. So this case is also impossible and M" 
contains only pure trivial part. By Proposition 3.1 the proof is finished. 
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